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McGrath H ,a ll reopened to accommodate overflow
South wing opened
for ·male students
1\L-tdeline Holler
Editor in chief

The empty residence hall.
familiar to few current Fort Hays
State studcnL'-. has been roopcned to
accommodate the overnow of
students signing contracts for
rooms in the residence halls.
McGrath Hall, empty and
dormant for the past four years, will
reopen its south wing to male
students who arc either returning to
FHSU or transferring from another
school.

Steve Culver, residential life
uircctor. said administrators decided
to reopen the hall after the number
of residence h..111 contracL'- submiucd
started outnumbering the rooms
availahle in the other three residents
halls.
By opening McGrath, Culver
said, Agnew and Wiest halls will be
..ihlc to honor the same number of
single rooms for men as they do for
women.
Lisa Heath. Wiest Hall director.
will also act as the director of
McGrJLh.

Although n:sidenL'- of McGrath
anll Wiest will share the same
dim:tm. cafeteria and south area of
campus. Heath said the two will
maintain their own identities.
.. ~ll:Grath will not be an
c\lcn~ion of Wiest." she said.
"They will have their own activity
.11.-,ount and their own government
and thl!ir own uclivitics."
lia,·in Ludlow. Russ<.'11 senior.
.,,, ii:
ti,~ resident manager of the
recently opened hall. His duties will

be to program activities, assist the
hall council and watch over the
council's budget
One of his first plans is to aur.1ct
attention to the new addition to
residential life by sponsoring a
picnic for the residents of McGralh
following the first home game for
the FHSU Tiger football team.
"It would be like a grand
reopening party, and everyone
would be able lo sec we are open,
and i\'s a great place to live," he

,.

,_

·. '. . .

said.

Moreover, he said he hones to
have enough funds and food to be
able to invite the public to sec the
newly opened hall.
"I want people to know McGrath
is open again," he said. "And what
better time than when the Tigers
take the first home game."
Ludlow said he has also
considered a drive to raise funds to
clean up the rest of McGrath and
eventually see it remain open.
He said if the other residents of
McGrath agree. they may contact
the alumni office and ormer
McGrath residents for funds and
donations.
"But I've only known about all
this for a week, and there's a lot of
work to be done," Ludlow said.
Part of lhc work Ludlow wants to
accomplish immediately is for lbe
residents to realize and show their
independence from WiesL
"'That's what it was designed for.''
he said. "And I think with the
people who will be moving in, we
will be able to· get that
accomplished."

Daniel Wic.i;:ers/Photo editor

Max Luedtke (left) and Joe Rack, maintenance department touches on rooms in McGrath Hall. Due to an increase in on
workers, move drawers and mattresses to put the finishing
campus li\·ini,; requests, part or McGrath is being opened.

Residential services reflecting: overall growth

•
nears
capacity
Once suffering residential life
Madeline Holler
Editor in c hicf

An area of campus . Lhat was
suffering a few years ago has
attracted even more students than
last year and is doing everything to
accommodate the growing number
of people desiring its services.
Residential Life, the administration behind Wiest. McMindcs.
Agnew and the recently opened
McGrath halls, has received for each
of the residence halls a near-capacity
nwnbcr of contracL'i.
Currently. cacti of the halls continues to accept contracl'i. However,
they arc only accepting ones for
double occupancy.
Lisa Heath, director of Wiest,
said almost all contracts for Wiest
arc being redirected to McGrath.
"We arc trying not to bump single rooms by accepting more
contracts for Wiest." she said.
Hc.alh said McGrath is nearly full
also.
"I can·t say e:11actJy how full it is,
but it's pretty close," Hcalh said
last nighL
Agnew Hall. the only co-ed
residential hall on e.1mpus. wa~ full
several weeks ago, Steve Culver.
residential life director, said.
Dankl W'qcnlPhoeo editor
However. Bart Chaney. Agnew
Bill Dreds, maintenance department worker, appllts I fresh director. said they were sti II acceptcoat or paint to finish McGrath Hall for lncomin1 student~.
ing some contracls for douhlc

halls is begin ning to reflec t the
ove rall student body population, as
far as the types of students on
campus," he said.
Despite the burgeoning number
of residents McMindcs will have to
accommodate for the next year,
parking may be the only inconvenience since more people means
The population in the residence
more cars, Culver said.
But an analysis and repairs on a
halls is beginning to reflect the overdated hot water syslCm should supply sufficient amounts of hot water
all student
population, as far as
in the morning.
An increase in residents will also
the types of students on campus.
mean increased traffic fo r the
McMindes hal l cafeteria, the only
Mike Edigl!r, McMindes Hall director
cafeteria where students pay once
and can eat unl imited amounts.
Last year was the first year . And the growing intcmationafo:aTh is increase may require an
McMindcs experienced a sufficient tion of the campus has also
adjustment
in the hours open.
jump in the number of contracts increased the number of students in
Culver said, but it will also mean
and opened all ·I 2 wings of the McMindcs.
an increase in business for
..The intcmationa.t students, espebuilding. Mike Ediger. McMindes
director, said.
cially with the AESL program, lilcc Carmine's Cafe. an a la carte style
cafeteria in Wiest that accepts acAlthough he was unsure or the to be matched with American stu- count money and meal tickets from
as
roommates
so
they
can
dents
current number or usable rooms in
the residents.
the building, he said McMindcs was practice English and learn about the
But becoming accustomed lo the
originally designed with 303 American culture," Ediger said.
larger populations rrom fo ur
Communication
with
unfamiliar
rooms .
cultures. he said. also is a learning sources instead of three arc adjustHowe ... cr, several of the rooms experience for the American ments Mike Ediger said '3/ill be
were convened for storage space and
wonhwhile.
roommates.
computer rooms during the slower
"With the increase in residents
Non-traditional student-; arc also
years fix McMindes.
signing contract~ with the residence there will be an increase in revenue
"But two weeks ago we put a halls in greater numbers. Ediger and an increase in services and
activities we can offer them," he
couple back in service.'" Ediger said. said.
He said McMindes cuncntly has
"The population in the residence said.

occupancy rooms and doubling up
some of the single rooms.
McMindes, the all-female residence hall, is also accepting contracL'i for double room occupancy
only.

281 doubles and four singles.
Ediger said the jump in the
number of contracts for McMindcs,
and possibly the other residence
halls, reflects the growing number
or sludcnts on campus.
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'Future View' theme of FHSU

1991

•
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Hammond presents ideas for change during 'State of the University' address
~\Adeline Holler
Editor in chief

Although the administration con·
tinues to wait for a final decision
on budget cuts. qlCCUbtion of an
increa.~ in enrollment and satisfaction with the electrified Fort Hays
State campus was adequace grounch
ror President Edward Hammond lO
preloenl his idea.~ for change during
lhc 1991-92 school yc:11.
Hammond dcl ivered his idca.1 rcx
charlgc 10ward a new direction and
unveiled this year's Iheme. "Future
View; to the (acuity through his
State of the Un~crsily Address
y<JIC.lday.
Hammond called. above all, for
lhe development of I COflStl\SU! on

Lhe future view of FHSU.
··How a person views lhe future
dctennincs the actions ~y.- he
said ... And actions today shape lhe
f uttm and tomoC'TOW.-

First. however. Hammond said
the current situation must be
understood before a de.cision can be
made regarding the dirution the
university should take.
And with all faculty members
ncl'worked through the mainrr2me
computa and enough cquipncnc rcr
each omcc. he said i1 ii time to
begin thinking or different -..:ays to
USC

compurtt acceu.

'We are now in the infrrnutioo
age .-hen leehnoqy is devdcped.he u.id. • And we need 10 put oar
cff'ort into using creations from this

technology .-

For example. merging television.
computea and the telephone.

Hammond ~:ud. could serve a larger

community and renew commit·
menu to the outreaeh programs..
-We c.an .also Lake technology
u.~ somewhere euae and apply it to
the educational proceu.• he said.
And ifs the edlJCational proces.-.
and teachers in c:bs.srooms th.at
Hammond ~id should be the cmphuis at institutions of higher
kaming.
"The movement is now away
from emphuis on research.~ he
s.a.id. "'Tbc ract wt our teachers
u=r..h I l l - ~ ol 12 hoars mates

you die fflOII pndJcti,i,e f.-:aky ac a
Bosd d Jtqaa s:hool.·

Harnmond·s ~ond emphasis according to the time and current
situation of the univeuity was to
integrate form and function at

rnsu.

More directly, he said the procc-~

of evaluation is imporunt -

an

c:11crcisc which will occur three
time.~ this year.
The Board or Regents will review
the mis.1ion. role and -=ope analysi!l
or rnsu and its own mis.1ion to
mate each IChool more focu.<acd.
"'We wi11 show legislalors we arc
not duplicating pog:ram!.• he said.
He wd it will be an answc, for
those who a&k whether six schools
o( business or

su s:.hoots cJ educa-

tion SC necessary.

A leCOOd c~uation will be of

the education progr.ims and the third
will be an evaluation for university
acacditwon.
'"Thi.-. will all happen at once and
it is a fanta.~tic opportunity to talc
credit for what we have done.- he
Qid.

If faculty at FHSU can meet the
nee.ds of the people while consider-

ing the time. it can have the competitive advantage over other
Kan.~ schools. he ~d.
Additionally. to mainuin the
advantage. he said programs mu.,;t
fulfill needs and therefore be
cu.uomind..
"'We should do well at what we

do and not add a ton or new
prognms... he said. -We cannot try

everything to everybody.Hammond also explained the current financial and budget situation
regent's schools arc now facing.
The Boord required a 2.5 percent
reduction in the budget to huild the
FY 92 budget.
However. at a special fin.1nc1.1I
committee mee ting. the governor
recommended a 1 pcra:nt cut. '"But
1t looks like there is no support
from the committee.· he said.
Hammond said a deci.,ion shookl
be made by tomorrow and hy
Monday impact~ of the cut 11. ill he

ID be

0

known.

Prcct.ding Hammoncfs
new faculty members
incroduc::ed.

29
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Peoples' Strength surprising

GoALs

Monday night, when I was first
told that Soviet President Mikhail
Gorbachev had resigned his position
due to an "illness," I was left in a
st.ate of shock and dismay.
·
Shock because I could not
imagine any illness he could have
caught so suddenly, and dismay at
what that revelation meant was
really happening in the Soviet
Union.
My suspicions were proven true
by a shon fax from Boris Yeltsin,
president of the Russian Republic,
to the press. This fax said, roughly,
"it is a military coup."
Soon after, it was reported
Gorbachev was under house arrest
in his summer home in the Crimea,
and his vice president Gennady
Yanaycv had taken his place.
Yanayev had also declared a six
month state of emergency, meaning
that a committee of several hard· ·
line communists would be in
con1.rol of the Soviet Union's fate.
With the onset of that coup,
several disturbing thoughts ran
through my mind.
The first was caused by the hardlinl.!rs· use of press releases.
The information they gave to the
press regarding Gorbachev·s
"'illness" seemed remarkably similar
to the information dispersed when
Nikita Khrushchev was taken from
power.
That coup resulted in a much
more hard-line policy. and a large
dccrca--c in reforms.

Theme needs broader scope

Faculty and the press waited anxiously for President Edward Hammond to unveil the latest catch
phrase from which year-long inspiration and actions are to be derived ...
And following in sequence, the fifth annual
theme reiterates Hammond's quest for service to the
campus, community and surrounding areas through
continued use of computers and other electronic
technology.
He calls for creative use of the current systems
and programs at FHSU, including enhancing the
outreach programs by merging television, computer
and telephone lines.
However, while faculty create new uses from the
technology FHSU possesses, emphasis should continue to be placed on basic skills used to broaden
intellect.
That is, while the technology enhances practical
aspects of an education - increasing productivity
and efficiency - basic skills such as reading and
writing, analytic thinking and creativity cannot go
ignored.
If we are to become more globaJly minded, as
Hammond called ·for, we must first understand the
world - something practically used technology
cannot teach.
Before we can be adequately functioning 21st
Centurians, we need to cut our fibroptics periodically and think.

Sarah -

Copy
editor Yanaycv tried to sway such ill
feelings by saying the new
government would hold to most of
Gorbachcv's policies. However, few
people, if any, actually believed
this.
The next, and most disturbing,
thought, was that the people of lhe
Soviet Union would sit back and
allow such a change to occur.
Luckily,
this
fear
was

unwammled.

Yeltsin, previously a strong
opponent to Gorbachev and his
policies, knew that, though his
liberal stance was far different from
from
Gorbachcv's
more
conservative beliefs, the hard-line
communists were even more so.
Yeltsin knew that a conservative,
but reform-minded, Gorbachev,
would be much better for the
country auJ himself than the new
government would.
He also knew that the only way to
defeat this coup was to utilize the
power of the people.
Yeltsin climbed atop tanks,
pleading with the people to fight

back against a government they had
not voled for and did not want
He also reminded them that he had
been elected by lhe people, and no
one, no matter how powerful they
seemed, had the right to remove
him from office.
The people heard his plea and took
too the strcct.s in a general strike.
Citizens attempted halt advancing
tanks by lying in their paths or by
removing their drivers.
Blockades were placed outside the
Russian parliament building where
Yeltsin's office is located, in hopes
or protecting him from the same
''illness" that struck Gorbachev.
Many military personnel moved
their tanks into position defending
the Russian parliament building,
contrary to the orders they were
given. Reportedly, one military
general was even overheard LCUing a
hard-line legislator that he would
not order his troops to fire on
Yeltsin.
Yeltsin's popularity with the
people a.,d ihe fact lh:u lJ,~ ·;,as
elected by ,t.~m is one or'~'. ",,.in
reasons &lw pi-..ople fought a.;:··,, st
the coup.
Another reason Soviet citizens
rode up against the foe is because of
the new found freedoms Gorbachev
has given them'.
In the past, it would have been
unheard of for people to speak out
against the government, let alone
taking to the streets in an act or
total civil disobedience.

But Gorbachcv's reforms let
Soviets see what it was like to
voice an opinion about the .
government and its actions without :
having to
repercussions.
His changes allowed them the .
opportunity to protest actions and
strike when warranted, things that
were previ~ly unheard of.
Additionally. the Soviet people
were able to vote in a more
democratic scuing than ever before.
This action caused them to be more
concerned about the hard-liners
removing one of their e lected
officials.
The final thought that passed
through my mind was that
Gorbachev, having been removed
from office, would disappear or
become "fatally ill," thus forcing a
hard-line policy into action through
Yanayev and the st.ate committee.
With Gorbachev out o f picture,
the hard-line communists only
needed to defeat the people and
Yeltsin in o rder to have an open
road to control.
·
As events yesterday provc.d , they
could not meet this task.
The Japanese press reported that
Gorbachev had ~n released, was
on h is way home and that the
Soviet Parliament had rctum~d him
to power.
Apparentl y my fears were
unfounded.
I
suppose
I
unde restimated the pewer of the
people they arc inspired enough and
dedicated to their cause.

rear
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The University Leader, the official Fort Hays State
student newspaper, is published each Tuesday and Friday
except during university holidays, examination periods or
specially announced occasions .
Unsigned editorials are the views of the editor in chief
and do not necessari ly represent the views of the staff
Offices are located in Picken 104, Hays I<S 67601-4099.
The telephone number is (913) 628-5301.
Student subsc riptions are paiJ by activity fees , an<l ma.ii
subscription rates are $25 per year. The Leader is distributed at designated locations both on and off campus.
Third-class post~e is paid at Hays. Publication identification number is 51990.
Letters to the ed itor may be mailed or delivered to the
University Leader, FHSU, Picken 104, Hays KS 676014099.
© Copyright, University Leader, 199 1.
,\\adcline llollcr, editor in chief
Tim Parks, managing editor
Andrew Addis, advertising mgr.
Juno Ogle, senior copy editor
Scott Schwab, copy editor
Sarah Simpson, copy editor

Christi.-in D Orr, sports edito r
Daniel Wieger,, photo editor
C hristina I lumphrcy. business
mgr.
Linn Ann I luntington, adviser
Way ne Fannincr, circula tion .

Letter policy

•

Reagan innocent of charges

The University I...eadcr encourages reader re sponse.
Letters to the editor sh,-,uld not exceed 300 won.ls
in length. All letters must be signed, although in
some circumst.a.nces names may be withheld upon
~quest by the author or ;,.utho~.
Letters must include addrc.ues and telephone numbers. Srudcnts a.re asked to include tkir hometown
and cla..ssincarions. and faculty and staff arc ashd to
include their titles.
The editorial sta1T reserves the right to condense
and edit letters according to available space a.nd
Leader style. Publication of letters ill not gu.va.nThe Leader also rucrves the right to delete
numerous aignarurea on a lcttt:r if !!pa.Ce <loes not
allow for all names to appear.

On Jan 20. 19R I . President
Ronald Reagan took office as
commander-in-chief. Moments
later. S2 American h<xtages in Iran

Scott - -

Schwab

"-'Ct'Ct'C~

Later, Iran recieved shipmenu o(
military !1.upplic~
the United
St.at~ via I~
.

rrom

Si nce then. Democrats and
~ugc.~ alike have quc.~ooed the
luppcnin~ u coincidental or foul

play.

However. Reagan con tinu ed
prosec utions that Carter st.lrted
against the Ha.fflf!ffli!.. .,ho he was
allegedly dealing with.
When former presiden; Jimmy
Cantt spoke to students at Kansas

•.

Copy
editor STatc Univenity wt sprinJ. he
•-as ukcd if there WU. in fa:t. rout
play. ~
aid tbci'c WU no proof'
at the time. but said he did no(
doub(thcidca.
Since
then,
Dcmoc:ratic

conp'CSSlnen and consrcawomc:n,
1lon1 with eiaht Qf t.he 52
botu1es. uve been ~ia&

Congress to get a formal
investigation or the possible
,candal.

In July of 1979, Carter was

dealing with Iran for a possible
releue of the hostag~ However.
I.he deal may have been including
lnOlhc:r player. Reap, "'3.1 believed
to a1Jo be dealing with Iran to not
rcleuc the hoslages unti1 after the

foDo,r,-,g November.
Althoup imny things point to
fool play, Reapn nay have been

pbyin1 rlir ball
Reapn hM rdea.1ed all prominent
files of his fint presidential
c.npaip and •ys he is more than
willir.1 to wort with any
inwsdpaon ID ..,ks the m• of

ae ""Ocd,er S..-prite."

delaying any possiblity of a hoi-tage
release.
Also. Carter warned Iran that if
they waited until after Reagan took
office. the new administration
would demand for an unconditional
re lease or all hostages without
unfrecr.ing more than SI billion in
rroun funds . So why would Iran
take a chance with that instead of a
moch better offer from
Carter
adminisuatim?
Naturally Reagan c:laims to he
innocent. a nd I believe -him .
Although many things show him
as being a major player in a ~tage
exchange scandal, Reagan wouJd be
safer to say nothing than to claim
innnoccnL He would be crucifying
him!ldf by lying.
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Futuristic Fort Hays eyeopening thought
In the year 2556 A.O., Fort Hays
State President Eddie the VIII went
IO work like any other day. On his
desk that morning was an ancient
issue of lhe University Leader
dating back 10 Aug. 22, 1991.
1:Jiumbing through the paper he
noticed a story on his great-greatgreat-great-great-great grandfather
who was president of Fort Hays
State jn the 1980s and 90s. It was a
story on his State of the University
address called ..Future View."
The s1ory seemed to be
overshadowed by the administration
and students' fears that there would
not be enough money to move
toward quality education. Eddie the
Vlll had to sit back and chuckle as

he remembered the way his parents suggestion, but I just can't thin
Andrew
used to talk about those rough days. why he'd need 10 m," he thougt.
Addis
Ever since the Legislature had to himself. .
.
decided. back in 1993, that
For cenwnes, II has been tb
education was more important than students and faculty who demando
its own salaries and fluffy to establish a d~tion and f~ar
programs, quality education became . !hr~sl . for thear edu~ataona
Ad
the nonn, not the exception.
msutut1ons. How many umcs h
Eddie the VIU was glad he lived had been forced to tum down ~per,
manager in a time when the goverment had from volwneer research commauee
its priorities right.
simply .because he had so man)'
He read on in the article to sec others to go through and evaluate.
where his anceslOr had called for
How many times had he been began to realize the importance of
everyone to pull together and find forced to dissappoint numerous education.
the direction needed for the campus. leachers and students when there . Later in the article Eddie the VIII
After reading this, young Eddie the just weren't enough spaces left on read about his ancestor's call for
advances in technology. The merger
VIII raised an eyebrow and all the advisory cowicils.
woodctcd.
Eddie the VIII had to ask himself of television, telephone and
'"This is surely a noble just when it was that the students computers was the focus.

With that, Eddie the VIII leaned
back to survey his own office. He
glanced at his own mainframe
te~inal knowing how i_t strcchcd
out to all lhc classrooms, offices
and residencial hall units.
It was great IO have a system that
was beneficial to all students and
faculty alike.
Eddie the vm dove back into the
article, he was getting really
interested now. It seemed the
"Future View" his ancestor had
wished for wu a reality for him. He
wondered how education had
survived so long under the
circwnstances it faced.
With Wk or the Board of Regents
and stale government, Eddie_ the

VIIJ's head began to i.pin with the
complex rigamorole that used to
bog down and squeeze the very life
out of his country's educational
system.
How nice it was, he thought, to
have a govcmmem so concerned
with equal education _and equal
opportWlity for qualified students.
Thank God people got smart and
prioritized education before it was
too lale. Thank God.
A ringing telephone woke
President F.d Hwnmond from a light
nap on his office couch.
He rose and primped his hair and
stumbled into the hallway
mumbling something about
wishful thinking.

• •
Campus watering practices contradict cr1s1s
want to upset someone's work
Crossing I.he quad nx:enUy, a
schedule. The vines need to be
friend and I were scourged and
trimmed along with the rose
pommeled by tiny droplclS of
bushes.
water.
With a water shonagc in the
Where they came from we
nation right now, why water?
were soon to find out. Y cs, the
Will it really influence
well maintained sprinklers were
Sta.ff
someone's choice to aucnd
on again and bombarding
everyone.
writer - - school here? I would hope
academics is much more
· Sometimes I wonder if ol' Ed
important Fast Eddie is known
is just sitting in the square office
pushing little buttons and
"With so many sprinkler heads
for pushing this campus into the
chuck.ling as studcnlS scaucr
in use, it is very hard to keep,
futwc (enrollment is up this year
everywhere, running for their
perfect maintcnance·on all of
truinks to him).
•
them," Jim Schreiber, grounds
I1ves.
''The university has
supcrviso_ r, said.
Howevcr, thc water was
underground wells, and is
hitting some of the grass and
allocated by the state to use a
cleaning the sidcwaijc.s also, so
"We keep a 30 minute check
certain percentage of waler each
is a column just? Yes, I say, let on all the heads that arc
year," he said. "Right now, Fon
us purge this sinful action that
operating at any given time," he
Hays has only used 60 percent of
the grounds people put us
said. And the wind doesn't help
the allocation."
keep th~ water on the grass
Why not save the allocat.cd
through daily.
But, why not wat.cr all of the
much either.
water? Too complicated and not
grass while leaving-the
_. , ..·.· nee...
~ - ..1~·· ~tMaybc 50meone~ld
sidcwaDts and tiumanoic15 dry? ·\·<' ~CII, ll\)W about rc~I?@
ooflll Big\t""rcek tnow .
Think at;><>ut th~ disabled .
· old~nd 6iokcn ones w1~n
wn as 'Dry Mud Bcnd').and •
studen&S uiai arc in wheelchairs.
that .w.or~ No, too comfi1cat~
~see &he J4eluhs of ov~rin~.· ·:
Several times I have seen them
to do and really not important
"Water that hits the sidewalks
arrive late somewhere due to a
when there is so much
eventually runs into the grass"
detour.
.
landscaping to be done. It just
Schreiber said.
'
wouldn't tX! feasahle.
I thought that water evaporated
w .hY make everyone nm for
survival (the fitness c ~
Also, why do we water on
when it hit hot pavement. Well,
ha~ned years ago), while
days when it has rained? Docsn 't
at least the squirrels, rabbits and
striving to to keep books from
that seem like a stupid thing to
other creatures get to drink from
dampness and clothes dry?
do? Or is there J·ust to much acid
the puddles thal arc still lying
Easy to answer. man has
around.
th
in e sky'/
Loo k, I'm not putting down
become SO lCC hnolog1·ca1ly
advanced that even the simplest
"Sometimes there just isn't
this campus, for 1 enjoy walking
enough rain 10 satisfy the
through it Heck, I also enjoy
machines do not work wi thout
lounging on the gws between a
complications. Of course th cre is ground's need," Schreiber said.
also lhc help from Mother
"We have a rotating live day
class, playing frisbcc and
Nature and her brutal winds that
cycle and waler different areas
hackysack and wouldn't mind if
sweep acrO&'i the flat and dry
each day." Oh yes. wouldn't
I.B. Dent would get a band to
Kansas land.

'

the swdcnts, facuJ1y or staff?
Things arc getting out of control
and it's time to put a foot down.
Just wa1eh out for the puddles
underneath you.

shouldn't the grounds people do
a better job of hitting the
intended
and not people?
Repair the broken sprinlclcrs? Is
there no justice for the rights of

Former editor content now

t

••

Leader advertJsf ng fs better than ever wtth new
styles. Ideas and relaUons with new ad manager
Adrew Addis. Call him today to discuss rates
and dates at 628-4884.
'

Guest columns
The University uader welcomes opinion columns from its readers. The article must be an original essay between 450 and 500 words, submit~d
typed and double-spaced. Publication is not guaranteed. Guest columns will be selcctc-d by the editor in
chief based on the timeliness and newsworthine ~,; of
the subject and the quality of writing.
The Leader reserves the right to edit published
work fur style, contrnt and clarity. Articles should
be submi~d to the uadcr at least two daya before
pudicarion to -«Ure c:on1iderarion. The Luder is
puhli.he-d on Tue.day, and Frid.aya unlua otherwile announced. Send material, including name.
loc.1 addre• and phone number to the editor, University Leader, p;cken 1()4, Fort Hays State nivcraity, H._ KS 61601.

play on the quad (just to start of
a good weekend).
But at a time when everyone
is complaining about water
restrictions and policies,

I suppose a few of you arc a little
surprised to sec me here.

Juno--

Ogle

Not just here in these pages, but
here at Fon Hays State in Hays,
period, especially considering my
general attitude about four month.1
ago was that college, for those of
us sti II so young, doesn ·t mean a
hill of beans.
Actually. J still feel &hat way. but
I hate leaving things unfinishea.
That, and a summer of chronic
unemployment and the first paymem due daae for a hunt of student
loans bearing down on me are the
reasons J'm met in 1Chool.
The lauer abo explains why I'm
back here, a chronic member o( lhc

University Lcadet swT. I'm only in
it for the money.

l know. that·s a aemlllc •80s kind
of altitude, but I really don't care.
The wt year did moch ror shaucring a few of thotc J-tchool idca1s
VetcmJ journalists Set such I b:k
out of.
·

Senior
copy
editor -

I can hear you all groaning now:
"Oh no, yet
Leader column
advising us how to live our lives.
Who do the.sc bonchcad.s think they
IIC,r
Well, you're half righL Truth is,
I probably know a lot less about
life than your typical freshman.
Sure, J'vc tr1veled all over lhis
country. but r ve never n:ally bceD
anypl.:e. Sure, I've enjoyed my
share ot notoriety on thia campus.
but all lhal attention brings more
stress than reJUllS when you dot\'t
know how to de.al with it.

No. I'm no( goin1 10 tdl you
how lhouJd live yoo, life. 1'1 lr.aYe
thll 10 \he non-cradl. And I'DI 1l0t
PIii 10 whine.,_ all &be rqna
in any life. Ye. ca mly feel -.ry
for yoa,el( for 10 '°'IC befon: yoa
1111t fdlias tick~ youndC.

..~--

n
lac,,..,.,_.

01t. tojaltna& M Ilea
:,aa . . . .,.,

b1J ...... Fil.,.._ A *'P+•

• •• ..,,.....~1 .....

.._ilbiuti 1dowll•1~

But seriously folks, I guess my
purpose here is to offer a bit of
advice. It's free, and you don't even
have IO take it. You can tum to the
funny pages now instiead.
(Gotcha. We don't have any
funny pages. Unless you count the
whole paper.)
So, what would I have done dif•
fcrcntly four years ago? Just what I
am swung to do now. DiJCOVering
myself. No, not in that way. I
mean ft.nding out who I am anJ jusr
what t can ponibly do.
There is an Mliwdc in this coon,
try. purveyed &hroush 100 many
ICIChcn and IOO many parents that
the purpose of collqe is IO prepere

you lor a career.

Too many people fall fat iL
College is one saq,. and not necessarily the fine one. 10 dbcovering
life. Some people are rady for it
ript out of bip ldlool. ochen
need 10 me I ciffi:reM roule.

M)"ldf, t W0llld lla'fe bcco here

...,...,. For a yea at twO. al most
_ j.- Ions ea.p 10 lean a

rew

lkills md pin a liuJe taowlcdae
1klt nailable 10 me in bish ltbooi.
After dial. il woaJd ha-ve been out
m1D lhe ,al world fat a while. Y oa
bow, 1 job. liYila on mJ own and

¥~I I eriac for C011111taniry .iz.
YD. Or --,be . .
Carpi GI'

.. .,... • ..,. .. .._ae
WIIIICIIJlfOll'MI.Soacc.hi111
WWMft

r,ie an'lr beta. . .

. . . . ..., . . _ _ aalw,-t

ilil.

Eventually. I would have returned

to get a degree. It would not have

necessarily been in the area of my
original career.choice either. Those
paths 1 did not take contain many
twistS and turns that cannot ever be
But J'm not spending my time
trying 10 do thaL Many more paths
lay ahead. There is no map, but if I
can't find my path, f'll just blaze
my own damn trail.

Earlier this summer in a job
intcrView. I was asked ..Where do
you think you'll be in five ycars7 .. I
couldn't answer. I never will be
able to, because. fnmkly, J don't
want 10 know until I get there.
Usually, at this point. column
..-titers conclude with a snazzy
ending that the reader will be sure
to runembcr m1til his dying day. A
tot of thought usually goes into
the9e !Mt fc-w 11CnlenCCS. But since I
have an editor hanging over me like
a vulture, I'm II a loss for wor-th.
So J'U ll!C IOffleooe else's, author
Jact London:
"'Find out aboo t 1his earth. this
univenc. this force and mauer and
the spirit that glimmcn up through
force and rnataier from maggot to

Oocllm.

..And by all dus I mt.an wott for
a philoloplly d life. It does not
Ian 1low Wl'OIII your philoq,hy o(
life . ., be. IO 10111 as yoe lave
cme and hl¥C it wdl.•
.

'·

FHSU financal
questions to be
ans-vvered

Tim Parka

Manaaing editor

The academic side of Fort Hays
State will be in place when
school begins Aug. 26, but how
much money FHSU will have to
work with is another issue.
The Kansa, Legislature finance
council will decide tomorrow
whether to go with Gov. Joan
Finncy's recommendation to cut
1 percent off the budger.. or possibly follow the 2.S percent cut
lhe college is presently prepared
for.
"If the finance council approves
(the 1 percent cul), that will give
us some flexibility because the
Board of Regents in preparation
for that had requested we cut 2.5
percent." Hammond said. "We'll
have an opportunity to look at
some things and maybe reinstate
some things."
The chairman of the senate
ways and means commitlCC has
said he is not in favor of the governor's recommendations, so
Hammond is not sure where the
ax will Call.
'There is some question as to
whether it's going to be 1, 1.5,

2, or 2.5 (pcrcenc). I'm sure its
not going to be more than the
2.5 percent that we've already
cut." Hammond said.
Last summer $246,000 was
taken out of summer salaries in
order to balance the budgeL
"We were down about 12 to 13
percent in enrollment, and aboul
16 to 17 percenl in enrollmenl
credit hours," Hammond said.
'That meant about 16 to 17
percent percent of lost revenue."
He said one reason the reductions were limited to that amount
was the faculty.
"Some faculty UUJghL for less,
some for free. They did .
everything possible to respond," ·
Hammond said. "It was the
commitment of the faculty that
made lhc budget reductions
work.."

But he said the same will not
have to be done this semester,
because the faculty and budgets
are already in place.
"In terms of the fall and spring
semester, there should be no
negative or very limited negative
impact of the budget reductions,"
Hammond said.

f"fhe <nrass <J1ail
<where the party never
ends!
<welcomes students
back to 3<J-lS'll!

Gould

becomes
Dean of

.,

.

Arts and

Sciences
department

By Juno Ogle

Senior copy editor

Larry Gould is on the move
again.
For almost JO years, Gould has
worked for Fort Hays State in
several capacities, usually more
than one at a time.
Beginning as a faculty member in
the political science department,
Gould has also been, for the last
three years, executive assistant to
the president and director of the
Docking Institute for Public
Affairs.

Now, sitting among boxes .and
stacks of files, Gould is in the
middle of a move from the office of
the executive assistant in Sheridan
Hall to the office of the dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences in
Picken Hall.
But even Lhat move will not be
final, as Lhc dean's office will be
located on the first noor of Rarick
HJ.II once that office space is ready.
Although he did nol officially
begin his new job until Aug. 15,
Gould jumped into the work early.
By that time, he had attended two
council of dean's meetings, started
planning classes for next summer
and begun work on faculty·
committee appointments.
'Tm right in the process of doing
what deans arc supposed to do, I
guess," he said.
Gould is already drawing up plans
to revitalize the college, relying on
input from faculty, students and the
community.
His vision is to create what he
calls an interactive learning college.
"That implies that we gel away
from the •Ivory Tower' cone.cpl to
an educational, bridge-building

. -::fa

Daniel Wicgcrs/PhOU> editm :~
Dean

Larry

Gould

is

in transition
between uecutlve assistant to the

concept,.., .hc said.
By bridge-building. Gould said he
hopes the faculty and students will
interact more with the other
colleges and programs within the
university as well as the surrounding community.
That vision includes an emphasis
on learning rather than other

methods.

"By learning, I don't mean that
teaching, research and service arc
not imponant,, they cenainly arc,
but what I'm suggesting is that
learning lakes precedence over those
other three functions," he said.
Leaming is not just limited to
students, either.
'"That interactive learning college
concept means that learning is
applicable to everyone associated
with the university and community
at large," he said.
Another emphasis will be the
multi-dimensional aspects of educalion. Gould would like to see an
expansion of interdisciplinary
studies in the college.
"Most of the problems I know or
in society are multi-dimensional.
They're not political science problems, they're not biology problems, 1hey'rc nOl necessarily psy-

President Edward Hammond and . Qean
the Colleg~ or Arts and Sciences.

or ;!

:!

chology problems," he said. ·
"We are cenainly the bean and:;
Gould would like to sec Fort soul or the institution in lhe sense~
Hays State eventually adopt a pro- it is a liberal arts instilution.~
gram similar to one used by Unless you've got"a powerful and~
Dartmouth . University in which enthusiastic bean, then the rest of~
several areas of study arc combined the body is not going to function as~
into one major.
well as it could.
For example, studies in psycho!"So I'm suggesting that the pro-§
ogy. biology and public policy fcssional schools will be enhancedt
· could be combined into a behavior,11 and be in better operation, basi-~
psychology degree.
cally, if the College of Ans and;;:
Gould plans on implementing Sciences is a vibrant, thriving~
these ideas by appointing councils community."
consisting of faculty, students and
Gould anticipates he could ac-~
community members lo allow complish 70-75 percent of his goals::
direct. two-way communication be- in three to five years. After that, it~
tween his office and those groups.
may be time to move on in one:·
He is also looking to the faculty direction or another, he said.
to help create an honors program
"If I can't accomplish three out or::
and other academic programs to four items on · my agenda over
enhance the learning process.
five-year period, lhen I need to -:
"I know a lot of faculty in the move on, either back to teaching or::
past felt a little reluctant to bring on to another institution, whatever·:
forlh some of their creations inno- the case may be," he said.
•
vations, and I want to be a
"Someday I would hope to be a·.:
facil itator for what other people chief academic officer, I guess. Ir;
have in mind for academic pro- may not be here at Fort Hays, but I:
gramming," he said.
really would like to remain in-:
The improvements this vision academia.
will create in the college will have
"But the chance to deal will<_
further-reaching benefits, Gould academic programming is really:
said, because of the college's exciting and I'm looking forward IO·~
function.
~.,.Jhal
· ' i :\
. challenge."

.
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Gea, up fcirlfOR•Wide savings

SCHOOL IMPRINT SWEATSHIRTS

1selected styles) . . . . . . . ... . .. _. ... _ _

s5 off

BIC AUTO FEED PENCILS, 7-PACK .... 99e
:MPP56J

FABER CASTELL WOOD CASE
PENCILS 10-PACK
:m~g .... . . . .. .. 99¢
PARKER ELECTRA
FOUNTAIN PEN :03113

SCHOOL IMPRINT WIREBOUNDNOTEBOOK single sub1ec1 70 sheets
:J0-345 :33.345

SCHOOL IMPRINT
WIREBOUND NOTEBOOK . . . . .

3 sub1ects w, pockets 120 sheets

LEATHER-LIKE PAD HOLDER.wl pad

SMITH CORONA TYPING
RIBBONS . . .. . ... . . . ... . . . .. _.. .

FILLER PAPER 150 SHEETS ___

103723

105613

50% off

:n 1s6

:1c1terprool lifet 1mq guarantee . . . . .. . . . 519.99
: H0520

ROGET'S THESAURUS
5

9.99

IIPEl -3

:13 ., e5

(suede bottom ) tifet1m e guarantee :H0595

s2.99

POLY BINDERS, CHOOSE ½" or 1" . _. 51.59
PE 1 2-3

EASTPAK WOODSTOCK PAK'A ... .. s29_99
EASTPAK RADICAL PAK'R BACKPACK

!1 30- 384 31 -384

$5.50
PARKER ROLLER BALL PEN . . . . . . . . $J.98
:C5623 ' ' ' . .

99c

.. .. .

5

1 .29

ORIGINAL STUDENT CALENDAR .. _. 55.95
SCHAUM'S OUTLINES 1se1ecteo1 .... . . s2 off
SAVE THE EARTH CALENDAR _... _. 58.95
( 16 mos ,

-I

For [ve~ ~lij You ~pendl
You Receive
l EXTRA CREDn DOIJ.AR
To ~pend on Any Merchandise

on Your Next Visit
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OPEN LATE

Friday . . . . . . . . 5:00 pm
Saturday . . . . . 1:00 pm
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Memorial Union • 628-4417

!thumb 1nctelr:J . . _ 59.95
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~pu~hr:iefs,

Hammond expects record high by 1992-93 school year

CALENDAR ·.

FHSU enrolltnent rises above coin:(>eting Regent schools
Tim Parks

:placement center

-:~workshop .
..

'

~·.:

.

. Career :Development and

. _Placement invites· all stu. dents who will. graduate in
)>ec:anber,:May or -July lO

- meet at :7 p.m~·Thursday.
August 29 in .the Mem«ial
Union Bliek and Oold Room
to .discuss cirecr opporiuni·. Li~--~ business, industry, .
.. ~andedlialtion.
· ··.S&udcnca will file creden·Lials mad learn about vacancy
. reporting _arid interviewing
. procedures the placement
c:m&rz'offers.
The service is provided
for Fon Hays State students.

nee

Deadline to file for
graduation near
The final date w file an
intent to graduate for fall
1991 is Aug. 30.
For more informatior.
contact the Graduate Schooa
or si.op by the table in the
enrollment line. .

H~~or society
to meet tomorrow
The first fall 1991 Mortar
Board meeting will be 4:40
p.m. tomorrow in the
Pioneer Lounge.
Members are asked 10
bring a copy of their class
schedules.

FHSUbarbecue

scheduled next week
All Hays residents, Fort
Hays State faculty and students
arc invited to the seventh
annual FHSU Family Picnic S
w 6 p.m. Monday, aug. Ui, on
the quad east of the Memorial
Union.
Those attending may
purchase a bubccuc meal for a
S 1, which includes potato
salad,
beans, watennclon
and Pepsi.
rree entertainment will be
provided throughout the
picnic by Brent Roncn and
the Always Near Band and
the un.icycle trick rider Frank
Birdsall.
Residents are encouraged
to bring lawn chairs and
blanket.,.
In case of rain the picnic
will be Sept. 3.
For more infonnation contaet lhc Memorial Union at
628-5305.

Seatbelt users

become unbuckled
Hays drivers are falling
behind in the Governor's
Seatbelt Challenge after
winning the coolest for the
third straight year.
A survey by the Hays
Police shows a 51-pcrccm
increase of Hays residents
using ~tbelts following a
41-pcrccnt increase on
Memorial Day.
However, the number or
scaibelt users then dipped 45
percent and has remained so
for the past month. The
current number of users falls ·
short or the desired 60 percent increase by Labor Day.
·Those who sign a wriucn
ple.dgc 10 wear ,cat.belts and
drive sober will be eligible
for a free trip to Kansu City
or prizes from various Hays

Managing editor

The largest student total in Fort
Hays Slate tt istory may enroll this
fall, President Edward Hammond

said.
And the increases are due, in part,

to new recruiting techniques used
over the past three years.
On the 20.ll day of classes in the
fall of 19()0, FHSU was 362
students shy or the all-time high
5,863 students, which was set in
the fall of 1980, according to
Registrar James Kcllennan.
"We coul'1 very well have more
students enrolled at Fort Hays than
we've ever had in the history for the
school this fall. That's possible,"
Hammond said,
But Hammond said he thinks the

record will be broken next year.
change."
.. I think we'll be close this year,
Director of Admissions Pat
but it will probably be next year," Mahon took over the position in
he said.
the fall of 1988, and since then
Kcllcnnan would not speculate as enrollment has increased from a
to whether the record would be 5,005 supplemental total in the fall
passed, but said the currcnc number of 1988 10 5,567 in the fall of
of admitted students for fall 1991 1990.
show FHSU will have an increase
Supplemental totals are taken
in enrollment for the third straight after the 20th day tolals 10 include
year.
clflsses that begin after that date.
Part of the reason for the
Supplemental totals have been
improved enrollment numbers kept since 1988. when Hammond
comes from new recruiting said he has been involved in
techniques, Kurt Brungardt, acting recruiting.
director of admissions, said.
"Every year that I've had the
.. For the past three years, responsibility for the recruiting
recruitment has nol been a one year enrollments have gone up to the
thing," Brungardt said. ..For point where last year and this yeM
instance, we offered the (American too we will be the only (Board oO
College Testing) $holarships to Regents school with a first-time
juniors this year, and that's a major freshmen_increase," Hammond said

no cover
$1 longnecks
$3 pitchers

. Trffding Show opms 8:30
: LIii. ID 4 p.m. l0dly in .the
Noa-TIIOlm Gallery of An
..• ltartct 102. TIie lhow will nm dvough
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will be, how many noors the
building will have, what the
building is going to look like and
how
it will sit on the site.
Scott Roe
"The
university has permission
Staff writer
from the Board of Regents and the
The movement of the Fort Hays Legislature to spend S250,000 this
State campus into the 1990s seems fiscal year on preliminary planning,
to be al the mercy of the Kansas and that does not include any
Legislature, at least as far as two construction," King said.
It is not likely that any
buildings are concerned.
construction
will begin during this
The proposed $8 million science
building is now at the archit.cctural fiscal year, he said.
The new building is to be
stage and it will be at least a year
before any groundbreaking takes constructed just south of Forsyth
place, President Edward Hammond Library where the tennis courts are
said.
now located. However, lhe tennis
Preliminary planning for lhe new courts will not be disturbed during
physical science building is in this year.
progress, according to Eric King;
Picken Hall is now in limbo
director of facilities plannin_g.
since the School of Business will
Preliminary planning means the now remain in McCartney Hall and
university will be hiring an obtain the space now used by
architectural firm 10 begin the Sternberg Musewn.
plans, which include where rooms
Sternberg Museum will move I.O
the Metroplc~ facility, located
across town in the northeast section
of Hays,
But both a .renovation of Picken:
and construction of a science building will be awaiting state funding
in the future.

War Il in the Coast Guard.
Ketchum passed away on
January 19, 1990.
The recipients of the scholarships sc lO bc'dccided by faculty

members.

"That's going w be determined
·by the theater faculty. It will be
thcala students, but we haven't
set up a specific guideline yel,"
Stephen Shapiro, associate profcssor of communication, said.
The Harriet Ketchum Memorial
Scholarships 'will not be avail-able to students until .the 1992
fall semester, according 'to
Shapiro.
"My understanding of the epdowmcnt is that the interest of
the estate is to be used. We belicvc that &he interest will have
accrued sufficiently by fall of
1992," Shapiro said.
·

sairl.

Currently, the Regents have scl
up a six-year funding schedule for
the construction of the science
building. Hammond said they
should give approval I.O build lhe
building after the plans arc
complete.
"Anytime they give you approval
I.O plan a project, and because we
already have the federal money to
build a substantial ponion of the

4

project, I'm sure they're going to
give us the approval to build it."
Hammond said.
U.S. President George Bush
signed a bill in the fall of 1990 for
S4 million to go to the new science
building.
But the problem is the Kansas
Legislature can oversee ho"! long
they want the project to lake.
"A lot of lhat has to do wilh the
budget, as to how long they want
to spread their money out,"
Hammond said.
King said, "My best guess is that
this year we get preliminary
planning, next year we get final
planning and, possibly, relocation
of the tennis courts. Then in the
years thereafter, we would start lO
begin construction."
No one is sure what will be the
fate of Picken Hall.
"I don't know anything about the
Picken Hall project," Hammond
said. "We have not received any
funding for it, so the project is still
a proposal."
J! I TldJfats't .two floors arc being
used as an administrative anne~.
with the library using some of lhe
space for storage.
· Dale Akers, physical plant supervisor, said some people are looting
at the third floor, but said he has
not received pcnnission to move
anyone into the floor.
..The decision lO leave the School
of Business in McCartney Hall may
delay anything we do with renovations wilh Picken until we know
who the major tenant is going I.O
be," Hammond said.
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The number of students
Last year FHSU had 801 firsttime freshmen, and expe.cts w have transferring to FHSU is also on the
the same number or more this year, rise, Linn said.
A depressed economy may be the
Joey Linn, assistant director of
reason more students arc going to
admissions, said.
Hammond said an increased junior colleges, then transferring IO
scholarships has helped bring finish a1 four-year schools, he said.
Last year 300 trans(erred
students w FHSU.
preregistered.
This year the total is
"We've done better in private
already
at
480.
'
fund.raising. and that's all related
"Transfers, you never know,"
because we've ~n able 10 offer
more scholarships. We've raised Linn said.
Student numbers from metro
over $2 milliol)' over that period,"
areas such as Kansas City, Wichita
Hammond said.
Brungardt said once the money is and Salina is also way up, Linn
raised, it is going to the department said, and may be the highest they
heads, letting lhem do the basic have ever been•
recruiting.
''The situation in admissions is
"The faculty has become more more one-to-one followup with
involved in the new Award of students. There's more time to
Excellence scholarships," Brungardt . strictly do recruiting," Brungardt

Tim Parks

THE HOME
Monday
& Tuesday

1;
' .

Hammond announces preliminary
planning for new science building

Fonner FHSl! instructor supplies
university with $91,000 scholar_ship
The Fort Hays State
Endowme11t Association hm just
received $91,000 10 be used. for
theater scholarships from the
Harriet Ketchum estale.
Ketchum was a former FHSU
insttuctor and taught here for 25
years. Al the time of her retiremcnt, she was assistant professor
of speech and drama. Ketchum
was a pliUl president of the FHSU
faculty association, and a fonner
speech professor and theater
director.
Ketchum was a member of the
Screen Actors Guild. She also
wrote sev~ral plays and one novelette. One of her plays,
"Grotesqucrie.. was performed at
an off-Broadway theater in New
York Cit)I.
A vet.Cran of the armed forces,
Ketchum served duririg World
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Gary Coulter:

for1ner FHSU student
returns as new art
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he said.

Foundry work is difficult wort,

Copy editor

and one cannot continue this wort
Fort Hays State welcomed a . all his life, Coulter said.
..It was starting to
«:t my
familiar face lo the art department
Gary coulter, art department health, and so I decided that instead
chainnan, returned to FHSU after or dying, I would sell out to my

err

leaving with his masters of arts
nearly 30 years ago.
Coulter ·said he was born and
raised in Oberlin. He received his
Bachelor of Arts degree in 1%0 and
his Masters in 1961 from FHSU
before moving to Hutchinson to
teach junior high school students.
"I had the opponuniry then for an
instructorship at the University of
Kansas to finish my MFA," he
said.
After ·receiving his MasLCr of
Fine Arts degree in I 963, Coulter
left Kansas to teach in Nebraska.
"For 17 years, I was professor
and chairman of the department of
an at Hastings College in Hastings.
Neb.," he said.
Coulter said he then decided to go
into business for himself and
opened Lhe Sculpture Studio and
Foundry in Pueblo, Colo.
"I quit teaching in 1980. I went
to Colorado and opened a
commercial art foundry and bronze
foundry," he said.
Coulter said his most famous
customer was Georgia O'Keeffe, a
renowned 20th-century anisL
"We also caste for Juan
Hamilton,O'Keefc's friend and
business manager, and a student of
mine at Hastings College several
years ago.
''Those of us that were working
Lhcre had Lhe opportunity and the
facilities to create our own works."

.. .

partner. He's still operating the
business," he said.
After several years in self
employment, Coulter said he
decided to give teaching another

Coulter said Highlands is
approximately one half the size of
FHSU, and he considers this new
position a step up in size andquality.
"New Mexico Highlands
University is a struggling
university right now. New Mexico
is a beautiful state, wonder climate.
but sometimes it's a difficult place
to make a living," he said.
Coulter said he is excii.ed about
the new school year al FHSU and
·~"-> IUI wwu lO geumg Staned
wi.~ the university and its students.
Fort Hays State University has
always been · recognized as an

,

.

chance.
"I began looking for another
teaching position. 1 always enjoyed

teaching and I wanted to get back
into it," he said.
Coulter started at Cotley College
in Nevada, Mo., where he taught
one year as a temporary replacement
for a faculty member who on a
sabbetical leave.
"From there, I ended up in New
Mexico and I've been chainnan of
the department at New Mexico
Highlands University at Las Vegas,
N.M.," he said.
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excellent institution. Having been
gone for 30 years, I find it a real
pleasure coming back to Kansa,; and
coming bock to Fort flays State."
Coulter said he also found
pleasure in succeeding people like
Joel Moss and John Thorns, who
were his professors when he
attended FHSU.
Coulter said he had only a few
changes in lhe dcpanment and he
did not want to "rock Lhc boat." but
to continue Lhc quality of education
FHSU has delivered previously.
"Any type of major decisions in

this department. we'll make as a
family," he said.
"To be a good chainnan of an art
department, you've got to be a
producing artist," Michael Jilg,
associate professor of art, said.
Jilg said Coulter is well respected
as a sculptor and has a good ~tudio
attitude.
Although the department is well
off with high enrollment, Jilg said
Coulter will have some problems
to face.
"One of Lhc problems I know
he's going to face is Lhis budget

MUAB releases fall events schedule
glimpse into lhe Chinese culture.

Scott Roe
Starr writer

The Memorial Union Activities
Board has a wide variety of activities scheduled this semester for the
students of Fort Hays State.
'"The first big show we are doing

is on Oct. 13. We're doing Sawyer
Brown, that's 7 p.m. at the coliseum," LB. Dent, MUAB director
said.
Dent said he is very excited about
Lhc Encore Series, a compilation of
e vents to be at the new
Beach/Schmidt Performing Arts
Center. The first is the Chinese
Magic Revue. which offers a

Second is the North Carolina
Dance Theatre, one of the most
highly acclaimed professional dance
companies of today.
The third performance is the
broadway play "Barnum." This
show 1w rr.ceive.d wonderful revues.
"I think our students don't quilC
understand the value of the performing ans as much as they should. I
can't press hard enough that the
students should go to this series,"
Dellt said.
Dent said although the students
impressions of an evening of fine
ans may not be high, they could
very well be surprised.
.. It's amazing the number of stu·

WE DELIVER THE
TACO SHOP
RIGHT TO
YOUR DOOR

Daniel Wiege~to editor

Gary Coulter, art department chairman, stands in Moss• years. He received his bachelor of fine arts degree from
Thorns Gallery. Coulter returns to Fort Hay~ State after 30
FHSU in 1960, and bis master of arts in 1961.

dents that go to these things and
come out afterwards and tell me,'I
really enjoyed that.· They thought
Lhey were going to have a terrible
time, like going to Lhe dentist or
something, and they came out really having a nice time," Dent said.
Another of lhc semester's cvcnLc;
is the Gallery Series,. which brings
performers to appear at the Backdoor throughout the semester.
The performers include Duncan
Tuck, an entcnainer with a collec tion of both serious and comic material.
Barry Drake will give a two part
perfonnance - one, a prescnt:1tion
of seventies rock. the second being
a show of folk music, blues and
rock 'n' roll.
Runaway, an acou~tic duo, will
play a variety or music inc luding
rhythm, blues and ballads.
Josh White Jr. is a guitarist and
vocalist who has played such

thing. The state of Kansas is broke
and _one of the first things that
always suffers in a budget crisis is
the arts," he said.
Coulter must face kiln problems
and some ventilation problems in
Rarick Hall, which arc not high
priorities with the administration,
Jilg said.
"Anything that doesn't have 'a ··
computer in it probably isn·t going
to get fixed for a while. and I've
been working here IO years, and
you just work around stuff like
that." he said.

Books open Doors
to the Dead, '60s

renowned stages as Carnegie Hall
and the Kennedy Center.
Teresa is a musician who incorporates jokes into her show.
All of these performers will be Jon Runger
al the Backdoor throughout the fall
Staff Writer
semester.
Other presentations include the
It all started in the late 1970s and
Knights of the Round Table, a brought the 1960s revolution into
series of interactive sessions dis- the 1980s.
cussing various topics of relevance
First came "No One Herc Gets
to college students.
Out Alive," a biography concerning
The semester's activities begin Jim Morrison and The Doors. The
tomorrow evening wilh a welcome "American Prayer" and "Greatest
back dance al The Home. The mu- Hits" albums came ouL
~ic will be provided by the rock
Next was The Monkces, Santana,
band Town Cryer.
The Moody Blues, Crosby, Stills,
Monday in the campus quad, the Nash & Young and others.
annual welcome back barbecue is
Then it was the Grateful Dead
planned.
wilh the "In the Dark Album," a
The barbecue admission is SI a wave or tic-dyed shins and other
plate. and meal lit:keL,; arc welcome. paraphanalia.
The entertainment is to be proNow The Doors and Dead are
vided hy Brent Ronen and Lhe leading a second wave which may
Always Near Band and entertainer just cover the 1990s.
Frank Birdsall.
The Doors arc back with a
. documentary film and four new
books. "Jim Morrison - Dark
Sw" by Dylan Jones, "Riders on
the Storm" by former drummer
John Densmore, "Mr. Mo Jo Risin
- The Last Holy Fool" by David
Dalton and Nick Tosches and
"Morrison - A Feast of Friends"
by Frank U,cinianbro.
"Dark Star" contains 130 phob.
some previously unpublished. and
many new revelations about Jim

Morruon and the bald.
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"It was evident to everyone in Lhe
department and the university that
he (Coulter) possessed a lot of the
kinds of vision for what an art
program could be," Leland Powers,
assistant professor of an, said.
Powers also said he is looking
forward to the 1991-92 school year
with Coulter and the students.
· Coulter said 'FHSU was always a
part of him, even when he was
away from Kansas.
"The spirit of Fort Hays State
has always been in my heart and
my mind."

Jones' research on Morrison took
him across the globe from the
family, band, Paris and others that
knew Morrison.
The book is well detailed with
quotes from people in Morrison's
life and gives an accurate account of
the Oamboyant and erratic lifestyle
of Morrison.
From his anistic poetry, drunken
perfonnances, lewd behavior and
outspoken nature, the "Lizard
King's" true nature is brought to
light through Jones' excellent
writing skills.
Ocnsmorc's book gives his own
view of the band from bcgiMing IO
Morrison's mysterious death July
3, 1971.
The boolc takes on a whole
different meaning for a Docn fan.
He tells of the struggles of the
ba.,d in the early years when they
were billed as nobodies. He then
leads into their new stardom and
then the fall from grace.
Lire before. during and after
Morrison's death arc intriguing to
the reader, with insighlS to information never revealed before .
Densmore Lakes one " beyond the

Morrison
from page 8
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Band's sound appealing

to listeners of all crovvds
Andrew Addis
Ad Manaa-er

For_a growing n~mbcr of Fightc,
fans, 1t may be a hard wait for the
follow-up to ·"Toe Waiting."
Still, rans or the band Fighter
will have to wait at least a season
for a second album, as the group
has been gearing up for a fall tour.
Slow and steady is the pace oC the
group that Conned in 1985 after four
of the mernbcl's met at a concen and
began conversation that would lead
to the ronnation or Fighter.
Its debut and only album is the
1991 Wonderland release "The
Waiting," and if a follow-up is as
good as the first, iL is wonh the
wait.
Also, Fighter is a Christian rock
·n· roll band, and that's no
o~ymoron.
Secular and spedalizcd audiences
usually stay clear of each other and
their music, right or wrong, bul
Fighter is a band that deserves
attention from all crowds and tasLCs.
Its sound is special, unlike some
of the other big names in Ctuistian
rock 'n' roll like Stryper, Petra, and
possibly Michael W. Smith.
The album doesn't renecl a
special style or format that can be
easily categorized or labeled. The
best description possible is simply
to say its style is all its own.
Hard rock, sometimes: soft rock.
occasionally; heavy metal, a few
licks; interesting and good
sounding, all the time.
It's this clement of the band that
Dave Palmer~ director of marketing
and promotions for Wonderland.

thinks acts as a draw factor for
Fighter.
"They're very genuine sounding
and that permeates into a lot of
different areas.'' he said.
Genuine is a good word and one
that might be used by any number
of people after a single listen
through of "The Wailing."
Beyond Fighter's skill at playing
a wide range of stylized music and
the special abilities of these
musicians, exemplified in their
proficiency of switching from soft
rock to near-metal licks in a single
bar, they have enough talent to be
varic.d within their own group.
For example, it's refreshing to
hear a new group with a male and a
female lead vocalist who get equal
time behind the microphone. Not a
lead vocalist and another cameo
appearance, but two lead vocalists.
Its a very pleasing change from
track to uack.
But its nol just on the home
stereo that Fighter is appealing.
Their stage presence also warrJnts a
live viewing when possible.
Some basic clements are
obvious, like the fact that Scaqn
Murphy, lhc male lead vocalist is
also the band's drummer. Though
he can't jump around and dance. the
relative uniqueness of his positions
creates a variance from the norm
that is gratifying LO the fan.
Four more members take the
total lo five on st.age al all times,
and that is also appealing since
someone is aiways worth wmching.
Others include Billy Heller, all
guitars and background vocals;
Amy Woller, lead vocals and

background vocals; Mark Pence,
keyboards and background v~s;
and Jim Wolter, bass and
background vocals.
Fighter's flare was seen lasl July
al the annual Lovefest event in
Milford, Neb. Lovefcst is an
annual, all-day, outdoor concert of
Christian music.
Fighter was featured in a side
pavilion late in the day during lhe
only break. Apparently organizers
of Lovefest thought Fighter
wouldn't attract as much attention
as lhcy did.
After several hundred people
crammed into the pavilion, the
overflow listened through the
sere.ens as well as possible, and as
the crowds dispersed toward lhc
main sUlge the general consensus of
the mumbling mob was that they
had just seen the bcsl band of lhe
day so far. ·
A lot of those fans will get
another chance to sec Fighter as
they travel the country on a fall
tour opening tor Whitecross,
another hard rock Christian band.
The opening date is Sept. 14 in
Oklahoma City. They plan to play
about 40-45 shows on this tour.
•
No doubt the band and its backers • : •. arc hoping this chance to lour with i· /j:.I',
the bigger name of Whitecross will it:"~-=:-_..,_
be a cawlyst to Fighter's ministry 1_··~~-..~
in Christian music since that is the
focus of their efforts.
It's the spreading of the message
of Jesus Christ that the band
prioriti1.cs.

s·aturate d

"They don't pretend to be
anybody else other than who they
arc," Palmer said.

. h comedy,

"'71.t

''Hot Shots'' too much slap

quick laugh brought on by humans
in cartoon-like situations.
Ad manager
One example comes straight off
Shots"
was
a
bulls-eye
hit
the
promotions for the film, in
"Hot
for fans of that slapstick stylized which the main character, Charlie
movie type, but for all those Sheen (believe it or not) is zapped
viewers who don't appreciate such by some lose electrical wires. He's
comedy, it was a struggle between nol knocked off his feet, but his
slight amusement and the hair is on end and his face
b~kcncd.
dissappoinLment of a lost S4.
"Hot Shots" was a movie Lhat
A survcv of the theater at that
. wu predidabk 10 didlPIIUaAJ; al point in the movie would show
Leslie Neilson ..Police Squad·•:. many and varied responses.
flicks and other similar shows like' Depending mainly on age, the
"Top Secret.. and most Mel Brooks, responses were either laughter,
productions. But IO those unfamilar little; sighs, mainly; or the
with the style, "Hot Shots" would disgusted shaking of the head,
be greatly unpredictable and, just as special viewers.
surely, hard LO follow.
Still. for people familiar with the
As is characteristic of these style and appreciation of it, the
mo..,ies. plot. theme, development movie was what it was billed as:
and other normally essential funny. __
clements take a back seat to the
Even if this style of movie is not

Andy Addis
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particular show does have a
secondary drawing factor. Though
the title and the promotions for the
show led the propaganda audience to ,
believe this was a spoof on "Top
::iun," it wasn't ... completely.

This movie renected Weird Al
Yankovic's tune "Polkas on 45," as
far as format is concerned. In that
record, Yankovic crams about a
doz.en popular so,1gs into his one .,

True, that is a vague number, but .
estimates of the number of other
movies intertwined with this spoof
have ranged from five to 45. The
writers don't even know.
It's just nol a real thinker.

Morrison
from page 8

door" and then back through again.
"Mr. Mo Jo Risin" is an inside
look: at the bi7.arrc Morrison. h ·
takes the reader through a journey
that was hallucinated through eyes
seeing life and death in a world-of '
conrusion.
The book breaks on through to
another side of Morrison which was
rarely seen by anyone. Whether it
was quiet moments alone with
Pamela or in a chair by himself, the
writing allows one into a side of
him never viewed before.
"A Feast of Friends" gives a
nmdown of the band iL.c;elf.
It is basically a repeal of other
published facts that arc already
known about The Doors. Drab and
uninteresting. one may think twice
about buying iL
The Morrison books convey the
images of a modern day Rcnais·
sance man, poet. clown and erotic ,
politician that tripped the chords of l
life and fell mysteriously deep into ;
the abys..~.
.
:
The..~ books help one to under- :
stand what The Doors and The ;
Grateful Dead arc all about. IL also i
gives the reader a glance at life in ;
the 1960s.
:
1ne first two books are available
at Forsyth Library. The others arc
available at the University Booksmrc.
,
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Student voice
ASK plans expansion in services,
representation of student ~ody

,.
...;

Jon Runger

from across the state to discuss
common concerns and share ideas
and proposals.
ASK represents more than
80,000 students in Kansas. Goals
and policies arc shaped for approval
by student governments and the
Legislative Assemblies.
This year, Irwin said he plans to
discuss ..qualified admissions to
universities. capital improvemenlS,
tuition and funding for higher
education and di vcrsity issues.
"Even though the year is just
beginning, I want to develop more
hands-on services for FHSU. I
would like to get more studen&s to
participate in current issues, and not
just elected ones," he said.
Doing this would create more
input to take to the Legislative
Assemblies, Irwin said.
"We've always been a service
organization for students. I want to
develop a more open doa policy fm
anyone to come in and voice an
opinion," he said.
ASK has had a major impact at
Regent schools over the years. It
helped to create the Youth
Education Service, Margin of
Excellence, Higher Education Loan
Program and Student Advisory
Committee.

Staff writer

Founded in 1973. the Associated
Students or Kansas is the
organization
of
student
governments of
institutions
. t f"
governed by the Kansas Board of
Regents.
ASK provides service and
represents the students· voice
beyond the campus to the
Legislative Assembly.
Andrew Irwin, Junction City
Senior, directs Fort Hays State's
ASK program. This year. he hopes
to have five apprentices, up from
the nonnal two.
"The reason for this is so FHSU
has more representation and voice at
the legislative ~semblies," he said.
Nonnally, their is one member of
ASK for every 1,000 students.
u a
There arc three main thoughts
...'
bebind the formation of ASK. The
first is that students have a great
deal in common and many issues
affect all students.
Second, by working together
there is much more political clout
and resources than any single
Fort Hays State students look over books they may need for student enrollment and record high enrollment numbers are
institution could have.
the semester. Recent recruiting techniques haH increased
possible for the fall 1991 semester.
Lastly, it brings together students

,-

Haydens donate
Residents find shelter·under neW' Wiest roof
scholarship funds
l\fadeline Holler

Fall Wiest Hall residents should

Two sides and the high roof of
the building arc currently completed
and the north roof is nearly
finished, she said.

flooded rooms, following a summer
of repairs that includes a new roof.
Lisa Heath, Wiest Hall director,
said the old roof of the residence
hall was tom off and replaced.

11lc reparations were completed at
a time when the residence hall,
nearly filled to iL~ capacity, would
not have the luxury of relocating
students to a different area of the

F,<litor in chief

Jon Runger
StalT writer

On Aug. 6. a check in 1he
amount of S20,000 arrived from the
Hayden for Governor Committee.
This money will provide
scholarships for undergraduate
swdcnts 25 and older.
JoAnn Robcrstson, accounian1
for the FH SU endowment
Association, said ... Both Mike
(Hayden). former governor of
Kansas, and Patti (Hayden), former
first lady of Kansas. auendcd FHSU
as non-traditional students and
know from experience the special
problems older students face."
President Edward Hammond
formally received nolice of the
allotment in a telephone
·conversation wilh Hayden's office
in Wa<;hington. D.C.
"I would like to thank Mikc and
Patti for their generous gift. In
keeping wilh·everylhing they have

Dear student.
We hope that you

wUl look to us Jor
you supply needs.
but above all we
hope that this is a
good year for you.

always done for FHSU, they know
the value of education and academic
cxccllcncc," he said.
Mike is now assisl3nt secretary
for lhc U.S. Department of Interior
in Washington D.C.
The Hayden's both graduated with
master's degrees from FHSU. Mike
earned his in biological sciences and
Pani in counseling.
The renewable scholarship is
designed for Kansas resident
students 25 and older who have a

be sheltered from leaking roofs and

hall if :water were to continue
leaking.
Although most of the previously
affected rooms have been serviced
and are ready to be occupied, several
areas of the Wiest parking lot have
been blocked off due to possible
falling debris.
Steve Culver, residential life

director, said a few water-stained
areas inside the hall were painted
this week.
Planning for repairs began late
last spring after melting snow and
several rains seeped through the
roof and left several rooms covered
with water.
Actual repairs began in July.

PRICEBREAK SALE!

3.0 GPA.

According to statistics from the
Board of RegcnLc;, more and more
oluer !-iludcnls arc returning for
dcgn:cs.

"Our percentage of non-traditional
studcnLc; is approaching 40 pcrccnL
"They have special needs and
unless we_ have the resources lO
meet these needs. we can't do our
jobs." Larry Gould, dean of the
college of ans and sciences, said.
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SAVE 55% & MORE
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PRINT RAYON
SHIRTS
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THRU SUNDAY ONLY!
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Haya, KS
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OUR PRICEBREAK SALE!

Back-To-School
ALL NEW

Leader ad.venising attracts the community
and hundreds of students to display advcrriaements every day. And although this may
aeem hard to believe, it worked ror you.

$3499

SAVE OVER 50%

DINIMJEANS

PRICE BREAK SAI,E!

MERCHANDISE!

Sale Stans
Monday. August 26 · 9 a.m.

Good tluu Sun .• Sept. 1 Only
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This fall se:mester Food Bonanza
welcomes back Fort Hays State
•
students with great savings
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food-bonanza COUPON

Honiestyle
Bread

1
I
I

.:Bread
I
L

POTATO

.cHIPS

.

":- -: i --, }

r------~--~~~~----------------,
COUPON'527

1foodltbonanza
I 2704 Vine Hays, KS

•Potato
I
I

I

L

: K~ystone Beer
I
I Regular and
I L• ht
I 1g
24 Pack
I

I

!Diet Dr Pepper,
Spn•t e

I
I
IL

"'I

j

1

· Hours

00 .

-

:

off

2 Liter Bottles

,,

..

69 ¢

:

·

l

I
I
.JI

With this coupon

1
I

Umtt l tlem with this coupon. Llmlt 1 coupon per customer. Expires 8 -25-91.

I
I

2704 Vine Hays, KS

FREE
!
• k
ountain Dnn

!s2
oz.
F
•

With the pun:.huc of a Dell Combo Sub Sandwich

I

----------------------------r-----------------------------,
fooditbonanza COUPON fssl •

I

FREE

Sten Pllone Hcm..,
62S 1009

l

:coke,A&W, ·

Drink

I

I

I
I
With this coupon I
I
I
coupon per customer. Expires 8·25-91.
.J

2704 Vine Hays, KS

I
I
I

L

With the purch ase of a
Dell Combo Sub Sandwich

------ -- ------·----- ---------Umtt 1 ttem with thla coupon_ UmJt l coupon per customer. Expires 8 -25·9 1.

16 gallon·
$49.50

Open
24

$l

1
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1food-bonanza
COUPQN'541 •

-MUST HAVE COUPON-

-MUSf HAVE COUPON-

·Umtt 1 ttem with this coupon. Limit

L

2 Liter Bottles

-

:

18

r-------~--------------~~~----,
co Up o·N 1537

1

Coke, A&W,
Diet Dr Pepper,
Sprite

AH!

1
I
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1food
it bonanza
2704 Vine Hays, KS

-MUST HAVE COUPON-

1

1
I
\Vith this coupon I
lpS
I
Llmlt 1 Item With this coupon. Limit 1 coupon per custome r. Expires 8-25-9 1.
.JI

Cb•

I

24 Pack

32 oz. I

$l

:Buy & Save

Keystone Beer
. Regular and
Light

32 oz. Fountain

I

Limit 1 Item With this coupon. Limit 1 coupon per customer. Exp ires 8-25 -9 1.

L

---
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\Vith

I

-MUST HAVE COUPON. ...,.-.. ~-·

.J·1

/$500
!
4

Buy & Save
Potato
Chips

==-=-·-

Llmtt l ttem With this coupon. Limit 1 coupon per customer. Expires 8-25-91 .

!TM~ny's
1
1crowave
1
: Pizza
this coupon :
______________________________
...

-MUST HAVE COUPON-

'Buy & Save

:

! tgg~;!t!!~~~nza CO UPON [ill j

Tony's
Microwave
Pizza

:

With this coupon

!

----------------------------·r~------------~---------------,

-MUST HAVE COUPON-

I

FREE

8 gallon
$27.50

5.1 gallon
$23.30
rPartv BalO

'
(

I
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I
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I

2704 Vine Hays, KS

!Homestyle

FREE

., '"'\,, •·1'"4 -~•:,t,•• ............. ' !

e(Good through 8-25-91)
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